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COM-FIT GROOVY MASK
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Sultan's unique groovy design keeps the germs
away. The improved breathability keeps the mask
cooler and more comfortable. The Com-Fit Groovy
mask has a high level of fluid
resistance. The added foam strip
keeps glasses fog free. 

40/Box
9515097   [20350]

COM-FIT SUPER HIGH
FILTRATION MASK
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Com-fit Super High
Filtration Face Masks
feature a two-way DELNET
film barrier that provides
fluid resistance 
with excellent breathability.
The 99% PFE filtration at
0.1 micron. The earloop
mask contains an anti-fog

COM-FIT SUPER SENSITIVE 
MASK
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Com-Fit Super Sensitive 
Face Masks provide excellent 
protection for those with 
sensitive skin. The masks
are latex-free with no inks, 
dyes, perfumes or scratchy 
surfaces to irritate skin. The 
soft, hypo allergenic construction provides 99%
filtration at 0.1 Micron. 

White, 50/Box
9515087   Earloop [20346]
9515088   Tie-On [20344]

foam strip that prevents glasses from fogging. 

Blue, 40/Box
9515084  [20326]

CRITICAL COVER COOLONE
MASK
ALPHA PROTECH

Critical Cover CoolOne
Masks have a patented
Magic Arch support.
CoolOne facemasks give
users cooler, more 
comfortable performance.
The integrated Magic Arch
support strip holds the
mask away from the nose
and mouth to create a larger breathing chamber to
enhance user comfort. 

50/Box
9506142   Pink [PK-6055]
9506144   Blue [BL-6055]
9506146   Green [GR-6055]

Sensitve Skin, 50/Box
9506140   White [WH-1155]

CRITICAL COVER 
ALPHAAIR MASK
ALPHA PROTECH 

The high value AlphaAir earloop
facemasks are clean,
comfortable and provide
outstanding particle filtration
downto 0.1 micron. The full-
length aluminum nosepiece helps provide a
perfect fit every time. The sonic welded design
ensures maximum protection for the user. 

50/Box, 10 Boxes/Case
9506143   Blue [BL5005]
9506145   Green [GR5005]

CRITICAL COVER 
PFL MASK
ALPHA PROTECH

The innovative and
patented Positive
Facial Lock (PFL)
feature utilizes an
exclusive Twist-Seal
technology that allows
the user to create a
custom fit each and
every time. This
unique feature significantly reduces the possibility
of the user inhaling airborne contaminants and
creates a positive seal to a variety of facial sizes
and features. Additionally, the integrated Magic
Arch prevents the mask from coming in contact
with the user's nose and mouth thereby making it
easier to breathe while enhancing filtration
efficiency. The hypoallergenic materials used in the
PFL masks create a durable exterior and a soft,
comfortable interior. 

50/Box
9506128   Blue [615]
9506129   Blue Stripe  [615BS]
9506125   Pink Stripe [615PK]

DIFFUSER ANTI-FOG 
DUAL FIT MASK
MYDENT

The Diffuser Anti-Fog Dual Fit EarLoop Face Mask
is pleated with an adjustable chin piece. The anti-
fog, moisture absorbent nosepiece and dual fit
chin contour technology make it comfortable to
wear. These masks are made of a soft, 3-Ply
pleated material with soft, rounded earloops for
added comfort. 

50/Box
9518726   Blue [MK-1046]
9518732    Pink [MK-1056]

DISPENS-IT-ALL
KERR TOTALCARE

The clear, flip top cover
opens effortlessly and
mounts to wall or sets on
counter to store and protect
earloop masks. The
dispenser measures 
8½"W x 5"H x 5"D. 

Dispenser
9551677   [1700]  

COM-FIT
PLUSH MASK
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Com-Fit Plush Masks feel
as soft as silk on the
skin. The gentle earloops
and patented curved nose band allows for a
pleasant fit. The masks are hypoallergenic with no
known materials that contain latex. The added
comfort, particularly for those who wear a mask all
day long is designed for those with sensitive skin.
It is a good choice for those with latex allergies.
These masks minimize irritation on the back of the
ear, ensures no compromises in mask material
where earloops are attached, offers multiple levels
of fluid protection based upon user preference and 
or procedural need. 

40/Box
9515207   CFP-1 [20352]
9515209   CFP-2 [20353]
9515211     CFP-3 [20354]

COM-FIT FLUID RESISTANT
PROCEDURE MASK
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

The fluid resistant procedural mask has a fluid
resistant exterior layer to protect against fluid
splatter. The earloops and soft design 
is comfortable to wear. 

50/Box
9515080   Pink [20325]
9515082  Blue [20324]
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